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The predecessor of AutoCAD was the
E[ditor] A[uto] D[esign] F[ramework]
(EAD), which was released in 1975.

EAD was developed as part of a
development effort that was part of

the E[ditor] A[uto] D[esign]
F[ramework] (EAD) project, which was

intended to provide the necessary
graphics tools to allow non-technical

people to produce drawings and
specifications. EAD was not as
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successful as expected. A redesign
and a subsequent name change

followed, with Autocad being released
in 1982. History The CAD (computer-
aided design) community has seen an

increasing use of structured CAD
(SCAD) data formats in the industry
over the past decade. SCAD formats
are like SQL databases, where data

objects (nodes, blocks, etc.) are
stored in a hierarchical way. In a high-
level view, an entire CAD data model

is a set of nodes connected via
geometrical representations. The

node form is also a starting point for
automatic mechanical design and
mechanical installation, with many

programs and manufacturing
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solutions being able to be generated
by means of node-centric concepts. In
addition to node-based formats, the

CAD community has begun to explore
object-based (OB) formats as well,

where objects and nodes are
represented in the same way and

shared hierarchies allow the exchange
of OB content. The concept of the

modern SCAD data model was born
during the 1980s and 1990s, in the

concurrent development of the nCAD
project and the academic node-based

node-centric Design System for
Industrial Product design (DSIP). The
nCAD project was based on the DSIP

concept, with one of the first
commercial offerings of nCAD being
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Filemaker for Windows. This was
followed by other nCAD systems,
including nCAD Active Server and

nCAD Web Server. The nCAD concept
went through several different

product iterations, evolving from a
data exchange format, where content

could be exchanged by loading or
saving a file into a database, to a

complete suite of CAD solutions that
would include not only the nCAD

Exchange Server product line, but
also the nCAD Applications suite and
the nCAD Data Integration Suite. Of

the several nCAD-based products that
were introduced, most were launched
by companies that were keen to enter

the CAD market, but were not very
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successful. Most nCAD-based
products were

AutoCAD Crack

Part of the object-oriented, automatic
and architectural design CAD

(Computer-Aided Design) revolution,
Cracked AutoCAD With Keygen
provides the tools necessary to
perform a variety of tasks, but

primarily the creation, modification,
and viewing of two-dimensional, three-

dimensional drawings, and their
vector graphics. AutoCAD Torrent
Download provides a number of

"preview views" of the model during
drawing. When the drawing is
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finished, the model is made visible,
the result is printed and the model
can be saved and edited. The result
can be sent to other formats (e.g.
PDF). Viewing When an AutoCAD

Cracked Version drawing is opened,
the user is presented with a series of

three dimensional views that are
created to view the model as the user

draws it. When the drawing is
complete, the user can view the

model in the final (fixed) view. The
drawing is opened in a preliminary

view, where the user can navigate in
three dimensions by moving and

rotating the view. This view is shown
on a two-dimensional, non-

perspective screen. The view is
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automatically redrawn on the screen
whenever the cursor changes position

or the 3D aspect changes (i.e. the
view is not stationary). The view is
surrounded by a thin blue border,

which helps the user orient
themselves. There are four default
views available: The default view,
shown here, is the top view. The

default view, shown here, is the right
view. The default view, shown here, is
the left view. The default view, shown
here, is the front view. By default, the
user selects the front view. Changing

the view changes the model in the
model space. The user can change

the view by using the view menu. By
default, the views available are
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named with 2D names, such as "XY"
and "XZ". The user can change the

view by using the view menu. This is
useful if the user knows the name of

the 2D view. Features The core of
AutoCAD provides the following

features: Three-dimensional model
space for drawing Toolbars and

palettes for editing the drawing Drag
and drop interface for adding and

moving objects The majority of
AutoCAD's features are delivered

through extensions. These include:
Object creation and modification. 2D
and 3D printing. Layout, drafting, and

management of drawings. User
interfaces AutoC ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Crack + For PC

Software is activated already -
Activation code is already in use. You
cannot use the same activation code
to activate another license. - You
must delete the activation code from
the Autodesk portal before activating
again. You can delete it from the
portal by clicking on the account that
has the license key, going to the
"Profile" tab, and clicking on
"Licenses".

What's New In?

Automate the design process: save
hours of tedious time in creating and
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annotating a design. Create project
plans: keep track of your progress and
collaborate with other team members
on an outline of your project using
AutoCAD, as well as importing
sketches, messages, and comments.
(video: 2:27 min.) IntelliPoint (or
IntelliKeyboard): Automatic callouts
and annotations: create precise and
accurate annotations on the drawing.
No need to draw a box for your
callout. Select the text, then it is
automatically applied to the drawing.
(video: 1:48 min.) IntelliPoint drawing
highlights: keep your drawing focused
by seeing the callouts and
annotations in your current viewport.
Enhanced annotations and Callouts:
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customize the callout style for your
project. Snap & Scale: Let your feet
do the walking: manipulate your
drawing with precision and ease, even
in difficult situations, with the new
snap and scale tool. (video: 1:53 min.)
Projection planes: create new
dimensioning and geometric setups,
or quickly orient an existing setup.
Dynamic drawing regions: navigate
your drawing while providing precise
editing of what is shown. Multiple
project views: see your project design
in any number of views, plus the
ability to switch between views while
editing. All-new shape tool: design for
the 3D world with AutoCAD’s new
shape tool, which provides
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unprecedented control over where
you create your lines, curves, circles,
and polygons. (video: 3:53 min.)
Improved grid: Draw well on any
surface: enable the grid system for no
extra cost on your drawings. New
align tool for surfaces: align two
surfaces using a connected line, then
draw perpendicular or parallel lines.
Improved planar grid: extend the
planar grid to every layer in your
drawing. Enhanced path tools:
Graphic intelligence and
enhancements: create a path from
any point on your current drawing.
Path elements: use path elements to
make complex, precise paths. Radial
button: combine radial and linear
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paths to achieve a variety of effects.
Polyline paths: create paths that
curve around your design. Project
Drawings: Precision engineering for
every project: capture engineering
designs in AutoCAD,
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Mac OS X 10.8.4 or later. Mac OS X
10.7 or later (PowerPC only) Minimum
of 1GB of RAM 2GB of RAM or more
recommended 512MB of system RAM
512MB of RAM or more recommended
3GB of VRAM (3072MB or more
recommended) 1.2GB (or more) of
available hard drive space Quad-core
Intel Core i3, i5, or i7 processor or
later
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